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The latest entries to PUI Audio’s Mobile Series line of speakers and receivers is sure to garner 
attention! Leveraging years of microspeaker development and speaker manufacturing know-how, 
PUI Audio releases three 12mm by 6mm speakers that feature big sound and low distortion in the 
smallest footprint to date!

Each speaker is designed for IPx8 waterproof performance and can survive water depths of more than
1 meter for 30 minutes when properly mounted and sealed. Perfect for cutting-edge mobile 
applications such as smart glasses, pendants, and smart watches.

The AS01208MS-SC12-WP-R features spring contacts, convenient 
double-sided tape for quick mounting, and a rear shock absorbing
pad for interference fitment.

For custom lead-wire lengths, 
choose the AS01208MS-SP12-WP-R.
Gold-plated pads allow for easy soldering.

Quick prototyping is easily accomplished with the 
AS01208MS-SP12-WP-LW100-R. 100mm long
32 AWG UL3302 pre-tinned lead wires offer 
easy electrical connection.

Each speaker displays 
flat frequency response 
from 800 Hz to 20,000 
Hz.

Frequency response 
measured with 
1.55V input @ 10cm 
with the speaker placed 
in a 2cc enclosure.
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